With the growing number of experiments and the steady progress in the simulations of different biological, physical and chemical processes the rigorous quantitative analysis of the obtained data becomes all the more important. The complex nature of the processes and the large size of data sets generated by simulation and experiment make the development of automated analysis tools very important, practically and conceptually. One popular method of such a data analysis is the projection of multidimensional coordinate space to a one dimensional reaction coordinate (RC). During such a dimensionality reduction some information is inevitably lost. The optimal RC should absorb all the important dynamical information contained in the other degrees of freedom, so they can be neglected. Then the free energy profile (FEP) constructed along the optimal coordinate together with the determined diffusion coefficient can give an accurate description of the system dynamics as diffusion on this free energy surface. Examples of such dimensionality reduction can be found in different fields: physically based reaction coordinate in single molecular experiments, molecular dynamics simulations, and biomarkers in medicine [1].
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In protein folding simulations the following RCs are frequently chosen: the root mean square distance (rmsd) from the native structure, the number of native contacts, and the radius of gyration. In many cases, however, such coordinates can hide the complexity of the dynamics, in particular the barriers between states. For example, Figure 1 shows the free energy profiles determined along two different reaction coordinates describing the folding dynamics of HP35 protein. Accordingly to the rmsd coordinate, folding proceed through a single transition state, while the FEP along the optimized coordinate shows 2 transition states with an intermediate state between them. Which of these two coordinates describes the dynamics of the protein correctly?
In general, during such a free energy landscape analysis the following problems/questions often appear and are to be solved: determination of the free energy profile and the diffusion coefficient, which provide complete description of diffusive dynamics; establishing that the reaction coordinate is optimal and/or that the dynamics projected on such a coordinate is diffusive, rather than sub or super diffusive; transformation of the putative reaction coordinate to another, more convenient one, for example, to the one with the constant diffusion coefficient; computation of various properties associated with stochastic dynamics, such as, the mean first passage time (mfpt), the mean transition path times (mtpt).
While some of the tasks are rather trivial (such as the computation of the conventional histogram free energy profile), other (such as the computation of the cut profile using transition path segments with different sampling intervals) are not. We have developed a python script fep1d.py --a simple tool for the analysis of the reaction coordinates and the projected dynamics --which allows one to readily perform the described tasks [2] . Being a python script, the code can be easily read, adapted and modified to extend the functionality.
The command line contains the list of the data files with the RC time series (the mandatory arguments), and a list of optional arguments starting with --. For example, fep1d.py rc1.dat rc2.dat --transformto=natural --hfep=1 will transform two different reaction coordinates rc1 and rc2 to the "natural" reaction coordinates with the constant diffusion coefficient (optional argument transformto) and will construct and plot the histogram based free energy profiles (the optional argument hfep) along the transformed RCs. For a protein folding trajectory these can be the root mean square distance from the native structure and the number of native contacts reaction coordinates. The command then can be used to compare which of the two putative coordinates is more optimal or better describes the dynamics: it is the one with the highest profile (Figure 1 ).
The script, invoked without arguments, lists all the options. The gnuplot library is used to plot the graphs. The plots can be saved as postscripts files, or as data files to be plotted using other software. The transformed coordinates can be saved as well. However, the unique functionality of the script is the ability to assess the optimality of a putative reaction coordinate and to inspect whether the dynamics projected on such a coordinate is diffusive, rather than sub or super diffusive. We hope that it will make a rigorous analysis of increasingly available large amount of complex data less involved. The fep1d.py program can be downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/projects/fep1d/.
